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MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT — VISIT TO EUROPE AND SINGAPORE 

Statement by Minister for Transport 

MR T.R. BUSWELL (Vasse — Minister for Transport) [9.09 am]: I present today for tabling my report on an 
overseas study tour undertaken to Singapore, Germany, Sweden and Norway from 9 to 16 September 2011. 

[See paper 4206.] 

Mr T.R. BUSWELL: The report outlines a visit to Singapore to meet with ComfortDelGro Corporation Ltd 
executives. This company recently purchased Swan Taxis and, given the majority market share that Swan Taxis 
has in the Perth taxi industry, I was interested in its intentions for the Perth taxi market. I also met with the local 
transport regulator in Singapore to better understand the regulatory environment for taxis in Singapore. 

I also visited Dusseldorf and Strasbourg to meet with senior personnel from Veolia Transdev, which in Western 
Australia operates around 46 per cent of the Transperth bus contract kilometres. This visit included an inspection 
of the RBE urban commuter rail and touring on the CTS network in Strasbourg by bus and light rail. 

The port of Hamburg was my next stop, where the port’s executives outlined its emphasis on green principles in 
its operation. They also advised on initiatives such as unique road management systems, automated container 
terminals—a number of Australian terminals are considering these—and investment in rail and control of both 
noise and gas emissions. 

The Volvo Bus Company, Gothenburg, is a major supplier of buses to the Public Transport Authority and, if 
approved, will deliver 650 rigid equivalent buses to Transperth over a 10-year period, with other opportunities 
for additional provision of stock. The brief provided by Volvo personnel included information on diesel electric 
hybrid buses, bi-articulated buses and plug-in hybrid buses. Volvo was also kind enough to provide a tour of the 
Boras chassis plant. 

The final visit on the tour was to Jebsens International shipping company in Bergen. Jebsens is contracted to 
provide a subsidised north west shipping service until March 2015. The service requirements are changing and 
discussions were held with Jebsens regarding its ability to respond to these changes. 
 


